
KENSINGTON MAD REPORT – AUGUST 20, 2018 MEETING 

Copley YMCA  - 6:30 pm – 7:30 pm  

KENSINGTON HEIGHTS MAD – DID NOT MEET 

KENSINGTON PARK NORTH MAD – DID NOT MEET 

 

KENSINGTON MANOR MAD -  

Present: Don Taylor, Jim Anderson, Priscilla Berge 

Absent: none 

TALMADGE PARK NORTH MAD 

Present: Don Taylor, Bill Bamberger 

Absent: Terry Frey 

TALMADGE PARK SOUTH MAD  

Present: Don Taylor, Darlene Love, Bonnie New 

Absent: Marilyn Sanderson 

 

Darlene Love noted that there are six inconsistent light posts in Talmadge Park South: 1 on Van 

Dyke, 1 cobra light on Madison, 2 on N. Talmadge Dr. (similar style but not exact match), and 1 

on Adams Ave. (damaged post).  

Priscilla Berge noted that three posts and one globe are inconsistent and were replaced after the 

Kensington Manor MAD was created. Don Taylor will follow up with City to see how this can 

be resolved.  If the City did install inconsistent posts, Priscilla Berge asked if they can be 

exchanged by the City at no cost to the MAD. 

Locations: 4848 Kensington Dr.; 4929 Westminster Ter.; 5049 Canterbury Dr.; and 1 Acorn 

globe without the finial at the corner of Sussex and Canterbury.  

The City indicated that the street light circuit upgrade in Talmadge Park North will be done in 

conjunction with Utility Undergrounding. 

A general discussion with the MAD representatives of Kensington Manor, Talmadge Park North 

and Talmadge Park South about lead paint abatement and the potential of replacing posts if costs 

become prohibitive. All MAD representatives felt this could be a good option, with the 

understanding that more research needs to be done before any final decision.  

Priscilla noted that this would not jeopardize the historic nature of a community, because 

“Rehabilitation” can include additions that meet the Secretary of Interiors Standards.   She also 

suggested that at least one original post and possibly one to three functional ones be kept and 

restored to always have an example of the original for the future. She noted that the company 

Gibson & Gibson is experienced with this type of restoration.  


